Malignant primary chest wall neoplasms: a pictorial review of imaging findings.
Malignant primary chest wall neoplasms (MCWN) are uncommon. Although benign chest wall neoplasms are most commonly asymptomatic, MCWN typically manifest as painful, fast growing masses. While the imaging features of malignant masses can be nonspecific, knowledge of the typical radiologic manifestations of MCWN may suggest a specific diagnosis. We review imaging features of the most common MCWN with images collected at an outpatient academic oncologic center. While the imaging features of patients with malignant masses can be nonspecific, knowledge of the typical radiologic manifestations of MCWN may suggest a specific diagnosis. We review distinguishing imaging features of the most common MCWN, including epithelial and mesenchymal malignancies, with images collected at an outpatient oncologic center. Chest wall neoplasms encompass 5% of all thoracic tumors, with nearly half of chest wall neoplasms being malignant. Out of these malignant neoplasms, 50% are primary and the commonest one is chondrosarcoma. Although distinguishing imaging features may suggest a specific diagnosis in the majority of MCWN, most affected patients undergo biopsy for a definitive diagnosis.